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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the group GL(n, K) of n x n nonsingular matrices over field K of 
characteristic # 2, an involutory matrix A of signature s, s = 0, 1,2,. . . , n, 
is a matrix of order 2 in the same conjugacy class with the diagonal matrix 
D(I,_,, - I,). Throughout this paper, field K will have characteristic 
# 2. Two distinct involutions A and B in GL(n, K) have been said by 
Browne [2] to generate a linear class I if 
(1 - 8)A + BB is an involution for every 6 in K. (1) 
The author’s interest in linear classes of involutions arises from his 
Theorem 2.1 of [4] in which it is shown that if involutions A,, A,, . . , A, 
are in the same P-class, then 
c OiAi is an involution in the same P-class if 2 ei = 1. (2) 
P-classes of involutions are defined in Sec. 2 below. 
In this paper, linear classes of involutions over fields of characteristic 
# 2 are characterized to within conjugacy, and the distinct linear classes 
are enumerated in the case that K is a Galois field GF(pt), $J odd. In the 
case that K = GF(pt), GL(n, K) will be denoted by GL(n, pt). Attention 
is given to the common fixed vectors of involutions in a linear class 1 
and to the subgroup (1) of GL(n, K) generated by linear class 1. In Sec. 7, 
k-linear classes are defined and characterized. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF LINEAR CLASSES 
Browne noted that two involutions A and B in GL(n, K) generate a 
linear class 1 
if andonlyif AB + BA = 21; (3) 
if and only if P-lAP and P-lBP generate a linear class for 
every P in GL(n, K); (4) 
and 
only if A and B have the same signature; CAC = B, where 
C = &A + $B. (5) 
It should be noted also that if involutions A and B in GL(n, K) generate 
a linear class I, then 
distinct involutions C and D generate 1 if and only if C and 
D are in 1. (6) 
A curious relation between the associated idempotents E, and E2 of 
A and B, respectively, should be noted if A and B generate a linear class. 
It is immediate from Eq. (3) that involutions A = I - 2E, and B = 
I - 2E, in GL(n, K) generate a linear class 1 if and only if 
E, + Ez = E,E, + GE,. (7) 
The following theorem, also an immediate consequence of Eq. (3), 
characterizes linear classes of involutions of signature s in GL(n, K) to 
within conjugacy. 
THEOREM 2.1. Involutions A and B of signature s in GL(n, K) generate 
the linear class 1 if and only if P-IAP = D(I,_,, - I,) requires 
where UV = 0 and VU = 0. Moreover, if C = (1 - @A + 8B in 1, then 
in the conjugate linear class I’ generated by P-IAP and P-IBP. 
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Levine and Nahikian have characterized [7] involutory matrices A 
of signature s in GL(n, K) for any s = 1, 2,. . . , n by the decomposition 
A = I,, - 2QP, 
where P is s x n and PQ = I,. 
(10) 
Two involutions A = I - 2QP and B = I - 2Q,P, of signature s 
are said by Brawley [l] to be in the same P-class (same Q-class) if P, = 
RP (Q1 = QR) for R in GL(s, K). Then, if A and B are involutions of 
GL(n, K) in the same P-class (same Q-class), application of Eq. (7) shows 
that A and B generate a linear class. Moreover, in Eq. (8), V = 0 (U = 0) 
if A and B are in the same P-class (same Q-class). 
3. ErJUMERATION OF LINEAR CLASSES IN GL(n, pt) 
Let q = ~5~ and let N(n, s) denote the number of ordered pairs (X, Y) 
of involutions of signature s in GL(n, q) such that XY + YX = 21, 
X # Y. By Eq. (3), each of the N(n, s) ordered pairs (X, Y) generates 
a linear class of involutions of signature s in GL(n, q), and, furthermore, 
every such linear class is generated by one of the N(n, s) pairs of involu- 
tions, Now each linear class of involutions of GL(n, q) contains q involutions. 
Hence, by Eq. (6), each linear class 1 of involutions of signature s in 
GL(n, q) has been counted precisely q(q - 1) times among the N(n, s) 
ordered pairs (X, Y) of involutions of signature s which satisfy XY + 
YX = 21, X # Y. Therefore, there are 
I+, s) = N(n, s)/q(q - 1) (11) 
distinct linear classes of involutions of signature s in GL(n, q), and there are 
L(n) = 5 L(n, s) 
S=O 
(12) 
distinct linear classes of involutions in GL(n, q). Since I is the only involu- 
tion of signature 0 and - I is the only involution of signature n in GL(rt, q), 
N(n, 0) = N(n, n) = 0, and L(n) can be written as 2::: L(n, s). 
The next section is concerned with the determination of N(n, s). In 
that determination, the number of g(~, U, y) of u x TJ matrices of rank 
r over GF(q) and the number a(n, s) of involutions of signature s in 
GL(n, q) are required. Landsberg [6] has given 
7 (qu-i+l _ l)(qv-i+l- 1) 
g(u, ?I, Y) = q+-1)‘2 11 
i=l (qi-1) _’ 
(13) 
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and Hodges [5] has given 
o(fi, s) = .GJ&&S~ 
where for k = n, s, or n - s, g, = g(k, k, k). 
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4. INVOLUTORY SOLUTIONS TO XY + Yx = 21 
Let A be any involution of signature s in GL(n, q) and suppose P-lAP = 
D(In+, - I,). Now if A and X generate a linear class, then 
where UV = 0 and VU = 0. Hence, the problem of finding the number 
of involutions X which satisfy AX + XA = 21 for given involution A 
of signature s reduces to the following problem. Suppose U is (PZ - s) x s 
of rank Y over GF(q). How many matrices are in the subspace S(U) 
consisting of s x (n - s) matrices V such that UV = 0 and VU = O? 
S(U) is a subspace of the S(PZ - s)-dimensional vector space +?/ of all 
s x (n - s) matrices over GF(q). Obviously, IS(U)\, the order of S(U), 
is some power of q. Let Q E GL(n - s, q) and R E GL(s, q) such that 
Then UV = 0 and VU = 0 if and only if 
QURR-lVQ-l = 0 and R-lVQelQUR = 0. 
Let 
Then Eq. (15) is true if and only if 
T, = 0, T, = 0, T3 = 0, and T4 = (s-r) x (n -s 
(15) 
r) (16) 
and arbitrary. There are q(s-r)(n-s-r) matrices T4, and thus IS( U)l = 
q(s-r)(+s-r). Since by Eq. (13) there areg(n - s, s, Y), (n - s) x s matrices 
U of rank r over GF(q), there are 
min(s,n-s) 
M(n, s) = - 1 + g(n - s, s, r)q(+r)(n-? (17) 
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involutions X distinct from A such that AX + XA 
N(% s) = a@, S)M(% s), 
where a(n, s) is given by Eq. (14). 
5. INVARIANT VECTORS OF A LINEAR CLASS 
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= 21. Hence, 
(13) 
If A is an involution in GL(n, K), denote by S, the subspace {x: Ax = x> 
and by T, the subspace {x: Ax = - x} of the n-dimensional vector space 
V,(K) over field K. Suppose involutions A and B of signature s in 
GL(n, K) generate linear class 1. Then Eq. (1) implies x is an invariant 
vector of every involution (1 - 0) A + BB in 1 if and only if x is an 
invariant vector of both A and B. Let Al = P-lAP = D(I,_,, - I,) 
and let 
B, = P-1BP=b;5 ‘rJ 
as in Theorem 2.1. Now x is a common fixed vector of both A and B if 
and only if y = P-&x is a common fixed vector of both A, and B,. Column 
vector y, partitioned as (yi,~s)~, belongs to SAL fl S,, if and only if ys = 0 
and Vy, = 0. Vector y belongs to T,, fl TBI if and only if yi = 0 and 
Uy, = 0. If K = GF(q) and V has rank ZI, then there are qn-“-v vectors 
in SA1 n Ss,, and thus there are q”-+” vectors x such that Cx = x for 
every involution C in 1. Moreover, if U has rank U, then TA, fl T,, contains 
qs-” vectors, and there are q”-” vectors x such that Cx = - x for every 
involution C in 1. Theorem 5.1 summarizes the preceding remarks. 
THEOREM 5.1. If involutions A and B of signature s in GL(n, q) generate 
linear class 1, then vector x is fixed by every involution in 1 if and only if 
xES*ns,orxETAnT,. Moreover, if V has rank v (U has rank .u), then 
SA ll S, (TA ll T,) has order qn-s-v(qs-u), where V(U) is as in Eq. (8). 
It was shown in [3] that the involutions of signature s in GL(n, q) 
which are in the same P-class have the same invariant vectors when these 
vectors are considered as points of the (n - 1)-dimensional finite projective 
geometry PG(n - 1, q), coordinatized by the elements of GF(q), and 
the P-classes of these involutory matrices comprise the blocks of a bal- 
anced incomplete block design with the fixed vectors as varieties, The fixed 
vectors of a P-class comprise a PG(n - s - 1, q) subspace of PG(n - 1,q). 
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It can be shown as in [3] that the common invariant vectors of a linear 
class 1 generated by involutions A and B of signature s, where P-lAP = 
D(In+, - I,) and where P-lBP is given by Eq. (8) with I’ of rank ‘u, 
comprise a PG(n - s - u - 1, q) subspace of PG(n - 1, 4). The com- 
binatorial arrangement of the common fixed vectors of linear classes as 
well as the combinatorial arrangement of the linear classes themselves 
will provide subject matter for later investigation. 
6. THE SUBGROUP OF GL(n, K) GENERATED BY A LINEAR CLASS 
Brawley [l, Theorem 71 has shown that the subgroup G[$] of GL(n, K) 
generated by a P-class of involutions of signature s is conjugate to a 
subgroup GO of GL(n, K) consisting of all matrices of the form 
where Z is an arbitrary (n 
involutions of signature s 
- s) X s matrix. If linear class 1 consists of all 
of the form (1 - @A + t9B in GL(rt, K) as 0 
ranges over K, then by Theorem 2.1, subset 1 of GL(n, K) is 
to a linear class of involutions 
where UV = 0 and VU = 0. 
Let 
Then for all C,, C, in I’ and for all D,, D, in l”, the following 
verified : 
are easily 
C,C, = D,_, ; D,D, = D,,, = D,D,; 
C,D, = C,,,; D,C, = C,_,; D,” = D,, 
for every positive integer R; C,D,C, = C,,C, = D-, = D; 
(19) 
1 . Since 
D, - D, = Dp+v, the mapping 13 --, D, is an isomorphism between the 
subgroup I” of GL(n, K) and the additive group of K. Moreover, Eq. (19) 
requires that (I’) = I’ U 1”. Hence, the following theorem can be stated. 
conjugate 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let the linear 
GL(?z, K) be conjugate in GL(n, K) 
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class 1 of involutions of signature s in 
to the linear class 
dere UV = 0 and VU = 0. Then the subgroup (I) of GL(n, K) generated 
by 1 is conjugate to the subgroup of GL(n, K) generated by I’, 
1 I : t( E K = 1’ U I”, 
where subgroup 
1” = ([2& “1”J : OtGF(q)) 
of GL(n, q) is isomorphic to the additive group of K. 
If K = GF(q), where q = pt, then the subgroup (I’) of the multiplicative 
group GL(n, q) is of order 2q and is isomorphic to the external direct 
product B_ x J, x J, x . * * x J, of groups, where ~3~ is the dihedral 
group on ~3 elements [8, p. 911 and where J, x J, x * * * x J, indicates 
t - 1 copies of the cyclic group of integers under addition modulo p. 
The last two of the relations (19) are defining relations for BP. (D,p = 
D, = I for all p.) 
7. ~-LINEAR CLASSES OF INVOLUTIONS IN GL(n,K) 
If integer k > 3 and AI, AZ,. . . , A, are distinct involutions in GL(n, K), 
then A,, A,, . . , Al, are said to generate a k-linear class 1 if for every 
k-tuple (tl,, 0a,. , f3,) of elements of K with 2 Bi = 1 
c eiAi is an involution in GL(n, K). (20) 
THEOREM 7.1. Distinct involutions A,, A,,. . . , A, in GL(n, K) 
gelzerate a k-linear class if and only if for all i and j with i # j, Ai and Ai 
generate a linear class. 
Proof. If A,, A,, . , A, generate a k-linear class and if i and j are 
distinct elements of (1, 2,. . , k), choose any f3i E K, let 8, = (1 - BJ, 
andlet em = Ofor m = 1, 2,. . . , k, where i # m # j. Then 2 BmA, = 
(1 - Bj)A, + 8,A, is an involution, and Ai and Aj generate a linear class. 
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Conversely, if for all i, j E (1, 2,. . , K}, i # j, Ai and A j generate a 
linear class, then for the k-tuple (O,, es,. . ., 0,) of elements of K with 
But A: = I and by Eq. (3), A,A, $ AjAi = 21. Hence, 
(2 eiAi)2 = (2 e: + 2 2 2 e,e,)I = (2 e,)v = 1, 
icj 
and A,, A,, . . . , A, generate a k-linear class. n 
From Eq. (2), it is clear that any k distinct involutions in a P-class 
generate a k-linear class of involutions in GL(n, K). 
8. CONCLUSION 
The problem of enumeration of 3-linear classes in GL(n, 4) seems 
closely allied with that of determining the combinatorial arrangement 
of linear classes in GL(n, q), since both require the enumeration for a 
given involution A in GL(n, 4) of the involutory solutions X and Y to 




Linear classes of involutions in GL(n, K), where K has characteristic 
2, will be a matter for future investigation. 
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